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ABSTRACT
Evidence from previous climate model simulations has suggested a potentially low efficacy of contrails to
force global mean surface temperature changes. In this paper, a climate model with a state-of-the-art contrail
cirrus representation is used for fixed sea surface temperature simulations in order to determine the effective
radiative forcing (ERF) from contrail cirrus. ERF is expected to be a good metric for intercomparing the
quantitative importance of different contributions to surface temperature and climate impact. Substantial
upscaling of aviation density is necessary to ensure statistically significant results from our simulations. The
contrail cirrus ERF is found to be less than 50% of the respective instantaneous or stratosphere adjusted
radiative forcings, with a best estimate of roughly 35%. The reduction of ERF is much more substantial for
contrail cirrus than it is for a CO2 increase when both stratosphere adjusted forcings are of similar magnitude.
Analysis of all rapid radiative adjustments contributing to the ERF indicates that the reduction is mainly
induced by a compensating effect of natural clouds that provide a negative feedback. Compared to the CO2
reference case, a less positive combined water vapor and lapse rate adjustment also contributes to a more
distinct reduction of contrail cirrus ERF, but not as much as the natural cloud adjustment. Based on the
experience gained in this paper, respective contrail cirrus simulations with interactive oceanwill be performed
as the next step toward establishing contrail cirrus efficacy. ERF results of contrail cirrus from other climate
models equipped with suitable parameterizations are regarded as highly desirable.
1. Introduction
The global climate impact from aviation has been
repeatedly reviewed over the last 20 years (e.g., Penner
et al. 1999; Sausen et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2009, 2010;
Brasseur et al. 2016). Its contribution to anthropogenic
climate change is currently assessed as ranging between
4% and 5% (Lee et al. 2010; Kärcher 2018), while extra
attention has also been motivated by high aviation growth
rates expected for the years to come (e.g., Schäfer and
Waitz 2014;Brasseur et al. 2016). CO2 emissions from fuel
burning and several non-CO2 effects contribute to the
total radiative forcing of aviation with comparable mag-
nitude. Indirect climate effects of aircraft aerosol emissions
are potentially large (e.g., Gettelman and Chen 2013;
Zhou and Penner 2014; Righi et al. 2016; Penner et al.
2018) but have remained highly uncertain due to open
issues in our knowledge of aerosol–cloud interactions
(Kärcher 2017; Kärcher 2018). In contrast, the level of
understanding for contrail cirrus impact has been thor-
oughly upgraded during the last 10 years, and it is cur-
rently considered as the largest component contributing
to aircraft-induced radiative forcing (Burkhardt and
Kärcher 2011; Schumann and Graf 2013; Bock and
Burkhardt 2016b; Grewe et al. 2017).
Due to its close link to global mean surface tempera-
ture change via the so-called climate sensitivity parame-
ter, radiative forcing has been the established metric
base for assessing the relevance of contributors to global
climate change for some decades (National Research
Council 2005; Ramaswamy et al. 2019). A correct as-
sessment of such individual contributions is particularly
required, if one component effect is to be mitigated at
the expense of another. For example, contrail effects
may be avoided by flying beneath or around areas sus-
ceptible for contrail formation and persistence (e.g.,
Mannstein et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2012; Dahlmann et al.
2016; Grewe et al. 2017), accepting a slightly higher fuel
consumption in the process. However, some previous
studies dealing with the surface temperature impact of
line-shaped contrails have cast doubt on the degree of
reliability that radiative forcing has for such assessments.
Using a climatemodel equippedwith aparameterization for
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line-shaped contrails and a mixed layer ocean as lower
boundary, Ponater et al. (2005) and Ponater (2010) found
that contrail radiative forcing has an efficacy of about 0.6,
meaning that the contrail climate sensitivity (i.e., the global
mean surface temperature response per unit radiative
forcing) was only 60% of the climate sensitivity to a CO2
forcing of comparable magnitude. With a similar model
setup (but a considerably different parameterization for
line-shaped contrails), Rap et al. (2010) calculated an
even lower efficacy value (0.31). Ramaswamy et al.
(2019) rightly point out that neither study could estab-
lish a convincing physical reason for the reduced efficacy
of line-shaped contrails. As for the more relevant con-
trail cirrus (i.e., for aviation-induced cirrus without spe-
cifically linear structure), no efficacy estimate is currently
available at all.
The evidence of differing efficacies for different forcings
is not limited to aviation effects but has been established
in a more generic way, particularly for nonhomogeneous
radiative perturbations to the climate system (e.g., Joshi
et al. 2003;Hansen et al. 2005; Berntsen et al. 2005; Shindell
2014). To cope with the resulting conceptual problems,
alternatives to the classical definition of the ‘‘stratosphere
adjusted radiative forcing’’ (RFadj) (Manabe and
Wetherald 1967; Forster et al. 1997; Hansen et al. 1997)
have been developed. The concept of ‘‘effective radiative
forcing’’ (ERF) (e.g., Myhre et al. 2013), which includes in
the radiative forcing value all feedback-like radiative ad-
justments occurring on short time scales, is now assessed to
ensure a much smaller variation of different forcing effi-
cacies around the reference case of CO2 increase (e.g.,
Lohmannet al. 2010; Shine et al. 2012; Sherwoodet al. 2015;
Marvel et al. 2016). It has therefore been adopted as the
definition of choice in the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report
(AR5; IPCC 2013), with Figs. 8.15 and 8.17 within that
volume being exemplary for the quantitative comparison of
individual climate change forcers in terms of ERF.
It is important to note that the AR5 asserts giving an
ERF estimate of contrail cirrus (Boucher et al. 2013) but
in fact it does not, as acknowledged in the supplement to
the respective chapter 7: The original work fundamental
to the AR5 estimate (Myhre et al. 2013, their Table 8.6)
had no intention of following themethodologies suitable
to calculate ERF (Hansen et al. 2005; Forster et al.
2016). Only in Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011) has one
rapid radiative adjustment (from natural clouds) in-
duced by the presence of contrail cirrus been deter-
mined, which reduces their RFadj estimate for 2002 from
39 to 31mWm22. A later study (Chen and Gettelman
2013) reports a considerably lower contrail cirrus radi-
ative forcing estimate of 13mWm22 for 2006. Its simu-
lation concept comes nearer to the ERF methodology
but was used in a variant (specified dynamics simulations)
that Forster et al. (2016) assume as unlikely to give a full
account of rapid radiative adjustments. An evaluative
comparison of the various estimates is difficult, however,
because the methodological approaches differ in many
ways, including the parameterization of contrail cirrus
and the flight inventories involved.
In the present study, we will present the first clear-cut
calculation of contrail cirrus ERF using the method of
fixed sea surface temperature radiative forcing (e.g.,
Shine et al. 2003; Hansen et al. 2005), which is one of the
approved practical realizations of the ERF concept
(Forster et al. 2016). Our approach fundamentally relies
on a recently developed advanced contrail parameteri-
zation in a state-of-the-art climate model (Bock and
Burkhardt 2016a). We will address potential physical
reasons for an unusually strong reduction of contrail cir-
rus ERF, compared to the conventional RFadj, through a
comprehensive analysis of rapid radiative adjustments, by
and large following the methodical concept applied in Vial
et al. (2013). Hence, in section 2 we will describe and mo-
tivate themodel setup and theway inwhich the simulations
and the model data analysis were conducted. Section 3 will
present the results, while in sections 4 and 5 these results
will be discussed in the context of current knowledge and
conclusions will be drawn, together with suggestions for
further work on the contrail cirrus efficacy issue.
2. Model, simulations, and analysis methods
a. Model and parameterization
The ECHAM climate model (i.e., ECWMF model,
Hamburg version) reviewed by Stevens et al. (2013) has a
long established history for use in numerous fields of Earth
system science (e.g., Giorgetta et al. 2006), and also as a
suitable framework for contrail global climate impact
studies (e.g., Marquart et al. 2003; Ponater et al. 2005;
Burkhardt and Kärcher 2009). Here, it is adopted in its
fifth-generation version, ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al. 2004,
2006), which has been equipped with a microphysical two-
moment contrail cirrus parameterization (CCMod) (Bock
and Burkhardt 2016a). Contrail cirrus in ECHAM5-
CCMod is described by its coverage, its volume and
length, and its ice water mixing ratio and ice crystal
number concentration as prognostic variables. The de-
scription of contrail cirrus builds on the two-moment
scheme for natural ice clouds in ECHAM5 (Lohmann
et al. 2008), with a number of modifications and exten-
sions described by Bock and Burkhardt (2016a). Aviation-
induced cirrus is consistently embedded in the hydrological
cycle, meaning that contrail cirrus and natural cirrus com-
pete for water vapor available for condensation (Burkhardt
and Kärcher 2009). Parameterized processes include
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contrail formation, volume growth due to turbulent
diffusion and sedimentation, spreading fromwind shear,
deposition, and loss of ice crystals from sublimation,
sedimentation, and precipitation. Details are explained
in Bock and Burkhardt (2016a,b), where the model has
also been evaluated against observations. In particular,
accounting for ice crystal number concentration in the
two-moment scheme helps to overcome a substantial low
optical depth bias that has been identified in previous
ECHAM contrail parameterizations (Kärcher et al. 2010),
although many methodical differences make an exact
comparison between optical properties derived from
global model simulations and satellite (let alone in situ)
observations an intricate task (Kärcher et al. 2009;
Minnis et al. 2013). We note that the ECHAM5 model
version used here has a cold bias, larger in the extra-
tropics than in the tropics. However, the resulting
overestimation of contrail formation is stronger at tropi-
cal latitudes, where the number of situations close to the
threshold temperature of contrail formation is larger
(Bier and Burkhardt 2019).
The main purpose of ECHAM5-CCMod is the deter-
mination of contrail-cirrus radiative forcing and climate
impact. The stratosphere adjusted radiative forcing (RFadj)
is calculatedonline by radiationdouble calling (Stuber et al.
2001). In a benchmark test setup with 1% additional cirrus
of optical depth 0.3, globally at 200hPa (Myhre et al. 2009),
the ECHAM5 radiation parameterization yields an RFadj
value of 113mWm22 (Dietmüller et al. 2016). The latter
paper also reports (for contrails) a small difference between
RFadj and the instantaneous radiative forcing (RFinst) that
has usually been given in other contrail studies. Premising
that, contrail radiative forcing from ECHAM5 is found to
lie within the range spanned by other radiation modules
(Myhre et al. 2009; Schumann et al. 2012).
Bock and Burkhardt (2016b, 2019) have used ECHAM5-
CCMod to determine RFadj, using aircraft inventories
from the Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT)
(Wilkerson et al. 2010; FESG1998) for describing air traffic
density in their simulations. Estimates of 49mWm22 are
given for 2006 and 160mWm22 for 2050. The 2006 esti-
mate is similar to most other values given for years near
2005 (Burkhardt and Kärcher 2011; Schumann and Graf
2013; Schumann et al. 2015). However, ECHAM5-
CCMod estimates considerably exceed those yielded
within the CAM5 climate model framework (see Chen
andGettelman 2016, their Fig. 3a). TheAEDT inventory
for 2050 will also be used for the present study.
b. The simulation concept
From the various radiative forcing definitions estab-
lished in climate research (Hansen et al. 2005; Myhre
et al. 2013) we address within this study RFinst, RFadj,
and ERF, which are determined by specially designed
types of climate model simulations. Both RFinst and
RFadj are calculated from a single simulation with a pair
of radiative transfer calls—one with and one without
perturbation (here either contrails or CO2) at each time
step. Due to very small statistical uncertainties a simu-
lation length of 5 years is sufficient to obtain a robust
RFinst. No adjustments of the atmosphere to the per-
turbation are allowed in the RFinst calculation. RFadj is
determined in the same way as RFinst by a single simu-
lation with two radiative transfer calculations, but using
the method described by Stuber et al. (2001), where
temperature in the stratosphere of the perturbed radi-
ative transfer calculation is allowed to adjust to new
equilibrium. Tropospheric temperature remains fixed.
An integration length of 5 years is still sufficient. RFadj
for a long time has been considered a solid basis for
intercomparing the expected climate impact of various
perturbations and has been used in previous radiative
forcing estimates with ECHAM (Marquart et al. 2003;
Ponater et al. 2006; Burkhardt and Kärcher 2011; Bock
and Burkhardt 2016b).
ERF is calculated following the fixed sea surface tem-
perature (FSST)method as recommended by Forster et al.
(2016). In an ideal methodical approach surface tempera-
ture would be fixed everywhere in order to separate slow
feedbacks (developing with ocean temperature change)
from rapid adjustments (driven by atmospheric changes
directly induced by the forcing perturbation). However,
prescribing land surface temperatures often cause techni-
cal problems in climate models (e.g., Hansen et al. 2005),
so it is an approved alternative to fix the sea surface tem-
perature only. Experience has shown that global mean
surface temperature cannot change substantially anyway
when sea surface temperatures are fixed. Some papers
even consider the interactive land surface temperatures as
conceptually desirable, representing another rapid tem-
perature adjustment at relatively short time scales com-
pared to ocean temperatures (e.g., Vial et al. 2013; Smith
et al. 2018). Technically, ERF is determined as the TOA
net radiative flux difference between two independent
FSST simulations, onewith perturbation (experiment) and
one without (reference). In contrast to methods deter-
mining ERF from regression (Gregory et al. 2004), the
statistical uncertainties of the FSST method are substan-
tially lower with the same number of simulation years
(Forster et al. 2016). Nevertheless the statistical uncer-
tainties of ERF are larger than for RFinst and RFadj and
thus a larger integration length of at least 25 years is re-
quired to get significant results, even for forcings with a
magnitude around 1Wm22. Hence, it has been common
to determine ERF from simulations with larger forcings
like CO2 doubling (Forster et al. 2016; Smith et al. 2018) or
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CO2quadrupling (Vial et al. 2013; Chung andSoden 2015).
Due to the fact that the forcing of contrail cirrus is much
smaller than 1Wm22 (see last section) we adopt the con-
cept of running several simulations with gradual upscaling
of the largest available aviation inventory (AEDT 2050),
by factors of 2 through to 12.
All radiative forcings refer to TOA values. Uncertainties
are given as the confidence intervals of annual means on a
95% significance level.
c. Analysis of rapid radiative adjustments
Feedback analysis has proven to be a powerful tool in
global climate dynamics for unraveling processes that
cause climate sensitivity and efficacy differences be-
tween different forcings. Most frequently applied to
explain the climate sensitivity variation among climate
models with respect to a reference CO2 perturbation
(e.g., Bony et al. 2006), themethod can as well be used to
identify feedback differences occurring between differ-
ent forcing mechanisms (e.g., Yoshimori and Broccoli
2008; Rieger et al. 2017). Most important for the present
study, the method is not only suitable to quantify feed-
backs developing in response to surface temperature
changes (then usually given in Wm22K21) but also for
calculating rapid radiative adjustments (Vial et al. 2013;
Geoffroy et al. 2014; Smith et al. 2018) that contribute to
the ERF of some perturbation. Analysis of radiative
feedbacks and adjustments can be conducted with two
techniques, the partial radiative perturbation (PRP)
analysis (e.g., Colman and McAvaney 1997) and the
radiative kernel method (e.g., Soden et al. 2008). Use of
precalculated kernels derived for a given radiation
module implies a basic linearity of radiative fluxes in
small parameter changes (Jonko et al. 2012), but it is
much more efficient with respect to computational re-
sources. With cloud effects in the focus of this study, and
given that obtaining a radiative kernel for clouds is less
straightforward than for the other feedback processes
(Soden et al. 2008; Klocke et al. 2013), we prefer the
PRP method here. An offline radiative transfer scheme
for ECHAM5 is available and has been basically de-
scribed in Klocke et al. (2013) and Rieger et al. (2017). It
has been extended for this study to include the effect of
contrails as an individual ice cloud component in the
calculation of cloud radiative impact (see Bock and
Burkhardt 2016b, and references therein).
Rapid adjustments entering contrail cirrus ERF as well
as CO2 ERFwill be presented using the output of pairs of
simulations, as described in the previous subsection. As
recommended in Rieger et al. (2017) two forward and
backward PRP calculations are combined to yield one
representative value for each rapid adjustment process.
Global adjustments to natural cloud changes, lapse rate
changes, water vapor changes, and stratospheric tem-
perature changes are accounted for. Results for surface
albedo rapid adjustment and Planck adjustment (from
surface temperature change extended over the depth of
the troposphere) are also calculated, but yield nonzero
values only over land, as sea surface temperature and sea
ice cannot change in the climate change simulations by
construction. Statistical analysis of each radiative adjust-
ment term is done consistently with the treatment of the
ERF results derived from the simulations.
3. Results
a. Radiative forcing estimates
As described in section 2b air traffic is scaled with
gradually increasing factors in order to approach a
contrail cirrus amount that results in ERF values that
are sufficiently constrained in a statistical sense. Table 1
shows all radiative forcing results that were calculated
TABLE 1. Summary of all radiative forcings calculated for this paper. Uncertainties are given as the interannual confidence intervals with
a significance threshold of 95%. TheCO2 concentrations of CO2-4, CO2-8, andCO2-12 are chosen so that theRFadj equal those ofATR-4,
ATR-8, and ATR-12 respectively. The uncertainties are smallest for RFinst values and increase for the more complex radiative forcings
RFadj and, particularly, ERF.
Name CO2 (ppmv) Air traffic scaling RFinst (conf) (Wm
22) RFadj (conf) (Wm
22) ERF (conf) (Wm22)
ATR-1 348 13 — 0.169 (60.003) 0.019 (60.129)
ATR-2 348 23 — 0.274 (60.003) —
ATR-4 348 43 — 0.412 (60.005) 0.042 (60.158)
ATR-6 348 63 — 0.504 (60.004) —
ATR-8 348 83 — 0.595 (60.008) 0.169 (60.129)
ATR-10 348 103 — 0.656 (60.006) —
ATR-12 348 123 0.674 (60.005) 0.701 (60.010) 0.261 (60.102)
CO2-4 373.5 (125.5) 03 — 0.403 (60.000) 0.325 (60.122)
CO2-8 385 (137) 03 — 0.576 (60.001) 0.439 (60.152)
CO2-12 393 (145) 03 0.413 (60.000) 0.693 (60.000) 0.617 (60.108)
CO2–23 696 (1348) 03 2.411 (60.002) 4.083 (60.029) 3.548 (60.124)
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within this work. The contrail cirrus simulations, yielded
with differently scaled AEDT 2050 air traffic, are marked
as ATR followed by the scaling factor. In total, seven
RFadj simulations and four ERF simulations were per-
formed for contrail cirrus with different scalings between
1 and 12 times air traffic. A corresponding series of sim-
ulations was run for CO2 in order to show a potentially
different behavior to contrail cirrus, and to evaluate our
model’s performance against literature. We performed
four RFadj and three ERF simulations for different CO2
concentrations. The CO2 concentrations were chosen so
that the respective RFadj of CO2 fits the respective RFadj of
contrail cirrus. The ERF simulations of CO2 use the same
concentration changes. These corresponding pairs of CO2
and contrail cirrus simulations allow us to optimally com-
pare the respective ERFs of air traffic and CO2 regarding
their climate response. The radiative forcings and the re-
spective concentrations of theCO2 experiments are listed in
Table 1. They are marked as CO2 followed by the size of
scaling of air traffic which they are supposed to imitate. A
CO2 doubling simulation (CO2-23) has also been per-
formed for comparison with results available from current
literature.RFinst simulationswere only performed forATR-
12 and CO2-23. These values are used for interpreting the
results from the adjustment analysis (see section 3b).
Figure 1 shows the radiative forcings of the scaling
experiments and includes all RFadj and ERF multiyear
mean values and 95% confidence intervals.1 The RFadj
of contrail cirrus for scaled air traffic is depicted in solid
blue. All confidence intervals are very small as a result of
the radiation double calling technique. The growth of
radiative forcing with increasing air traffic is not linear.
RFadj for ATR-12 is only about 4 times larger than for
ATR-1. This is the result of a gradually increasing sat-
uration effect with respect to contrail cirrus coverage,
which ismost pronounced in regions where 2050 aviation
density is already high. In Fig. 2, which shows the ratio of
contrail coverage simulated in ATR-12 and ATR-1, it is
obvious that over North America and Europe a 12-fold
scaling of aviation density leads to only about twice as
much contrail cirrus coverage. In regions less affected by
air traffic, like the North Pacific, South America, or
Africa, the nonlinearity is less distinct and linear be-
havior is approached in regions hardly affected by avi-
ation. The saturation-induced nonlinearity is somewhat
smaller for RFadj than it is for contrail cirrus coverage
(Fig. 3). That is because a further increase of contrail
cirrus optical depth (and, thus, of radiative forcing), due
to contrail ice crystal nucleation connected with air
traffic through aging contrail cirrus, remains possible
even if contrail cirrus coverage has reached a maximum
value. For a 123 scaling of air traffic (ATR-12) global
mean contrail cirrus cover is increased by a factor of 2.7
while global meanRFadj is growing by a factor of 4.1. It is
important to note that the zonal structure of contrail
cirrus and especially of RFadj is also modified by the
scaling. In ATR-10 and ATR-12, a second (tropical)
FIG. 1. Radiative forcings from the simulations with different
scaling, as done within this project. RFadj (blue solid line) and ERF
(blue dashed line) were calculated for differentmultiples of air traffic
based on the AEDT 2050 air traffic dataset. These simulations were
accompanied by corresponding CO2 increase simulations. The CO2
concentrations were chosen so that the RFadj of CO2 (red solid line)
matches the RFadj of the respective scaled air traffic simulation. ERF
simulations for these CO2 concentrations were performed as well
(red dashed line). For evaluating reasons RFadj and ERF were cal-
culated for a CO2 doubling scenario as well (right box). Error bars
are depicted as the 95% confidence interval. Note that the error bars
of the RFadj are very small and thus hardly visible.
FIG. 2. Maximum-random-overlapped contrail cirrus cover (maxi-
mum overlap for connected layers and random overlap for non-
connected layers) of ATR-12, divided by that of ATR-1. The result
demonstrates the impact of air traffic scaling on contrail cirrus cover.
The ratio increases, as amore linear scaling behavior is approached
in regions with smaller air traffic in ATR-1 (2050 air traffic).
1 Note that all confidence intervals indicating uncertainty of mean
values refer to statistical uncertainty. No measures are given for
physical uncertainty with respect to models, parameterizations, etc.
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contrail cirrus maximum shows up that is not apparent in
ATR-1 (Fig. 3a). While the relative maxima of zonal
mean contrail cirrus coverage and zonal mean RFadj
largely coincide in any scaling experiment, it is obvious
that a gradual shift of the absolute maximum RFadj oc-
curs with the scaling, with highest radiative forcing for
fourfold (and higher) scaling showing up around 208N
(Fig. 3b). For ATR-1 and ATR-2, in contrast, there is
rather a broad RFadj maximum between 208 and 558N.
This feature strongly suggests a higher net radiative
impact per unit cirrus coverage in subtropical latitudes
than in midlatitudes. We will return to this finding when
discussing, in section 4, the possibility to transfer con-
clusions from the heavily scaled simulations to the
nonscaled case of 2050 air traffic.
The respective ERFs of air traffic (blue dashed line,
Fig. 1) are substantially lower than RFadj (e.g., about
11% and 37% for mean RFadj in ATR-1 and ATR-12,
respectively). Note that the confidence intervals are
now more than one magnitude larger than for RFadj.
This implies that although all contrail cirrus multiyear
mean ERFs are positive, only the values for ATR-8 and
ATR-12 can be regarded as significantly larger than
zero. However, for all simulations the ERF is found to
be significantly lower than RFadj. Disregarding ATR-1
and ATR-4, where the mean value is smaller than the
confidence interval, we conclude from the more signifi-
cant results from ATR-8 and ATR-12 that contrail cir-
rus ERF is reduced to between 25% and 35% of its
corresponding RFadj.
Since some previous studies, notably Forster et al.
(2016), have indicated ERF to be smaller than RFadj for
CO2 as well, our second simulation series compares the
amount of relative ERF reduction in contrail cirrus
and CO2 increase simulations. Hence, as described in
section 2b, the CO2 concentrations of the RFadj for in-
creased CO2 were chosen to equal RFadj of one corre-
sponding contrail cirrus case. The resulting RFadj for
CO2 is depicted in Fig. 1 by the red solid line. CO2
concentrations between 125.5 ppmv (corresponding to
ATR-4) and 145.0 ppmv (corresponding to ATR-12)
were utilized and cause RFadj in the CO2 simulation
series to match their respective ATR counterparts within
a 3% range. The confidence intervals are similarly narrow
for the RFadj in CO2-n and ATR-n. For the same reason
as for the ATR series, the confidence intervals are much
larger for the ERFs. The ERFs are consistently lower
than the respective RFadj of CO2 but the difference just
fails to yield significance on the 95% level. A significant
decrease, however, is reached for CO2-23 (right box of
Fig. 1). Here, the ERF is lower by about 13% than RFadj,
largely consistent with the respective difference of near
10% for CO2-12.
In all simulations the drop of ERF relative to RFadj is
stronger for the ATR than for the CO2 simulations.
Especially for ATR-12, this difference is significant. It is,
hence, promising to make an attempt for explaining the
origin of the difference by feedback analysis (Rieger
et al. 2017).
b. Adjustment analysis
The previous subsection has revealed a substantial
ERF reduction, compared to the RFadj, for the ATR
simulations. In this subsection we address the physical
background of this reduction and the difference to the
CO2 case. The method of PRP feedback analysis is ap-
plied to ATR-12 and CO2-23 in order to determine the
rapid adjustments. The sum of all rapid adjustments is
expected to explain the difference between ERF and
RFinst. However, as for various reasons (Boer and Yu
2003; Rieger et al. 2017) they can never match exactly,
the deviation is depicted as a residuum. We utilize the
two runs with the largest scalings because they most
likely will yield statistically significant results. Hence,
CO2-23 is preferred over CO2-12, an option that can be
justified by the quantitatively similar relative ERF re-
duction in these two cases (see Table 1).
Figure 4 shows the results of the adjustment analysis
of ATR-12. Note that the RFadj is shown here instead of
FIG. 3. Zonal profile of (a) maximum-random-overlapped con-
trail cirrus cover and (b) RFadj for different scalings of air traffic.
The results are based on the RFadj simulations displayed in Fig. 1.
Error bars show the 95% confidence interval.
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RFinst, which would formally be most consistent because
all rapid adjustments from the PRP analysis are instanta-
neous changes at the TOA. However, the sum of RFinst
and the stratospheric temperature adjustment yields RFadj
(Table 1). As already known fromDietmüller et al. (2016),
the stratospheric temperature adjustment from contrail
cirrus is small. In the case discussed here (i.e., ATR-12) it is
less than 4% of RFinst. If the rapid adjustments including
residuum (left box) are added to the RFadj (mid box) the
ERF is yielded (right box).
As explained in section 2b, there is a small surface
temperature response in the fixed SST simulations and,
thus, a nonzero Planck feedback. However, this one as
well as the surface albedo feedback are small and con-
tribute little to the total rapid radiative adjustment. For
ATR-12, a global mean surface temperature response of
only 10.012K has been calculated, nearly matching the
fixed SST criteria. The other adjustment components are
muchmore substantial (and also statistically significant).
The lapse rate and water vapor adjustment, which both
are directly or indirectly induced by tropospheric tem-
perature changes, nearly compensate each other. Hence,
the cloud adjustment, which almost equals the total de-
crease of ERF of about 2413mWm22, is mainly respon-
sible for the large ERF reduction. With231mWm22, the
residuum turns out to be quite small, which confirms a
consistent analysis.
The rapid radiative adjustments can be explained by
the change of patterns of the basic parameters. Figure 5d
shows the temperature change of ATR-12. The typical
dipole effect induced by contrail cirrus can be noticed,
with cooling above and warming below those regions
where contrail cirrus occurs (Ackerman et al. 1988;
Ponater et al. 2005). The cooling above the contrail
FIG. 5. Zonal mean vertical cross section of (a) air traffic, (b) absolute natural cloud cover change, (c) absolute contrail cirrus cover
change, (d) temperature change, (e) specific humidity change, and (f) absolute change of relative humidity for ATR-12. Data are only
plotted for areas where the deviation from the reference is significant to the 95% confidence interval.
FIG. 4. Results of the adjustment analysis of ATR-12 (left box),
with the respective rapid radiative adjustments including residuum,
theRFinst (middle box), and theERF (right box). The total forcings
(gray bars) are split into a shortwave part (blue bars) and a long-
wave part (red bars). Error bars show the 95% confidence interval.
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cirrus in the northern extratropics causes less upward
longwave radiation and, thus, a slightly positive strato-
spheric temperature adjustment. In the troposphere a
warming can be observed with a maximum just below
the main flight levels (cf. Figs. 5a and 5d). The warming
decreases with decreasing height and becomes almost
zero on the surface. This temperature increase with
height leads to a negative lapse rate adjustment because
the higher and warmer levels emit more longwave ra-
diation. It is common in feedback analysis to find the
(negative) lapse rate feedback associated with an over-
compensating positive water vapor feedback. There is
indeed a tropospheric water vapor increase between 08
and 458N in ATR-12 (Fig. 5e), yet only below 300hPa it
is significant. At aviation cruise altitudes, between 208
and 808N, the relative humidity even decreases slightly,
by about 4% (Fig. 5f). Enhanced contrail cirrus forma-
tion evidently leads to local dehydration of ambient air,
as pointed out in Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011) and
Schumann et al. (2015). While little contribution of the
respective regions to the water vapor adjustment can
thus be expected, still the combined effect of lapse-rate
and water vapor adjustment remains slightly positive.
The cloud adjustment (2391mWm22) contributes by
far the largest adjustment component in ATR-12. A
closer look at the contributions to cloud cover change
(see Figs. 5b and 5c) reveals that the contrail cirrus cover
increase is accompanied and partly compensated by a
decrease in the cover of natural cirrus clouds. This effect
is most distinct in regions with high air traffic density (cf.
to Fig. 5a). For example at the 220-hPa level a contrail
cirrus cover of13.5% faces a loss of natural cirrus cover
of21.4% (percentage points). This compensation effect
becomes stronger for larger scalings because the relative
decrease of natural cloud cover is larger in that case. In
contrast to the rapid radiative cloud adjustment, the
change of contrail and cirrus coverage at flight level
(Figs. 5b,c) is statistically significant, even with lower
scaling factors. At 220hPa about 41% of the contrail
cirrus cover is compensated by a loss of natural cirrus
cover for ATR-12, while for ATR-1 only 34% are
compensated. Still, these values just may mark an upper
limit, because they refer to the 220-hPa level where the
highest air traffic density occurs. Overall, the contrail
cover reduction numbers suggest a smaller ERF reduc-
tion for less scaled air traffic, but this is largely obscured
for ATR-1 due to excessive statistical noise.
The significant radiative adjustments showing up
in ATR-12 have hardly any respective counterpart in
CO2-12 (not shown), thus explaining why in the latter
case the difference between RFadj and ERF (about
10%) is only marginally significant. Specific conclusions
with respect to individual adjustment components are
not possible for CO2-12 due to the high statistical
uncertainty. However, we use the results yielded for
CO2-23 to point out that a significant reduction of ERF
also shows up in the CO2 case, although much smaller
than for contrail cirrus. At the same time a closer look
at our CO2 adjustments allows a comparison with re-
spective literature results, which is not possible for
contrail cirrus as it is analyzed for the first time in the
present paper.
The CO2 adjustment analysis results for CO2-23 are
shown in Fig. 6. Unlike the contrail cirrus case, global
mean surface temperaturemarkedly increases (10.164K),
leading to a significant negative Planck adjustment.
This is accompanied by a decrease of the global snow
coverage, leading to a slightly positive surface albedo
adjustment. These features are fully consistent with
results reported in Smith et al. (2018, their Figs. S3 and
S7), which have been calculated applying the kernelmethod
FIG. 6. The plots show the adjustment analysis of CO2-23 with the
respective rapid radiative adjustments including residuum (left
boxes) and ERF (right boxes); (a) is created in the same way as
Fig. 4, whereas in (b) the RFinst is replaced by the RFadj (middle
boxes) in order to emphasize the remaining stratospheric temper-
ature adjustment (20.1mWm22) after removal of the component
directly induced by the CO2 increase. This remaining stratospheric
temperature adjustment is accounted for by the PRP analysis, but
not by the RFadj calculations that uses the radiation double calling
technique. The respective forcings (gray bars) are subdivided into a
shortwave part (blue bars) and a longwave part (red bars). Error
bars show the 95% confidence interval.
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on a variety of climate models. As usual for a CO2 in-
crease, stratospheric temperatures, in particular above
70 hPa, decrease in CO2-23 (not shown here), result-
ing in a large positive stratospheric temperature ad-
justment. This stratospheric temperature adjustment is
largely included in the RFadj (Fig. 6). Only a small part
of the stratospheric temperature adjustment resulting
from the PRP analysis is not induced directly by the
CO2 increase (Fig. 6b). As already discussed above,
tropospheric temperatures qualitatively control the
water vapor and lapse rate adjustments. Tropospheric
temperatures increase throughout the whole tropo-
sphere by about 0.05 to 0.1K with the largest warming
found at 750hPa, inducing a significantly negative lapse
rate adjustment. Correlated with the tropospheric
warming a water vapor increase can be noticed, as usual
(not shown here). The resulting enhanced greenhouse
effect is reflected by a positive water vapor adjustment.
More distinct than for the contrail cirrus case (ATR-12),
the water vapor adjustment exceeds the lapse rate ad-
justment in magnitude.
The cloud adjustment is negative and has the largest
statistical uncertainty of all individual adjustment com-
ponents. Both parts, the solar as well as the thermal, are
negative. The negative solar contribution is largely
driven by a minimum of cloud adjustment in the tropical
region of the Atlantic between 58S and 208N. The main
reason for this minimum is an increase of low-level cloud
cover over the tropical Atlantic (not shown here). The
stratospheric temperature adjustment is the largest in-
dividual component, but if only tropospheric effects are
considered the total adjustment is negative, consistent
with Fig. 1. Except for the negative cloud adjustment, all
these findings are largely in agreement with Smith et al.
(2018, their Fig. 3).
4. Discussion
The central finding reported here is a substantial re-
duction of contrail cirrus ERF, in comparison to RFadj,
mainly caused by a negative radiative adjustment from
natural clouds. This is physically consistent because the
parameterized contrail cirrus is fully embedded in the
hydrological cycle (Bock and Burkhardt 2016a), so a
considerable amount of water vapor in the upper tro-
posphere is removed by condensation inside the forming
and developing contrail cirrus. Respective evidence is
obvious in the simulated relative humidity and natural
cloud cover (Figs. 5f and 5b), as also pointed out pre-
viously by Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011, their Fig. 4a).
Water vapor decrease and a redistribution of water
condensate from the upper atmosphere to lower alti-
tudes by the presence of contrail cirrus have also been
identified in an independent climate model setup described
by Schumann et al. (2015). Qualitatively, the mechanism
has also been noticed in less parameterized models like
the high-resolution contrail model of Unterstrasser et al.
(2017), where particularly for slow updraft velocities con-
trail cirrus fully develops before natural cloud formation
starts, thus removing supersaturated water vapor from
the atmosphere. However, natural cirrus formation is
also hampered by simple geometrical displacement in
these simulations. Likewise, in simulations with the high
resolution regional-scale climate model COSMO-ART
(Gruber et al. 2018) evidence has been found to support
a reduction of the ice water path of natural cirrus, if
contrail formation preceded natural cloud formation
(Gruber 2015, his Fig. 4.7).
While the qualitative phenomenon of reduced natural
cirrus formation in an atmosphere affected by aviation is
both plausible and supported by previous research,
harder to answer is the question whether the natural
cirrus adjustment is able to compensate as much as two-
thirds of the radiative forcing of contrails. This is a much
larger reduction effect than estimated in Burkhardt and
Kärcher (2011) although a similar contrail cirrus param-
eterization has been used. The difference may partly be
attributable simply to the scaling (see below). However,
part of the deviation can be explained by a different
methodology. In the present paper the cloud adjustment
is determined directly from the radiative effect of cloud
changes all over the troposphere, including contributions
from altitudes below flight level (Fig. 5b). This approach
differs from that used in Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011),
who had only one simulation with unscaled aviation
available and projected a 20% radiative forcing reduc-
tion from natural cloud cover changes directly down-
stream of the main contrail cirrus regions.
It is tempting to quote the results from Chen and
Gettelman (2013, 2016) in quantitative support of the
evidence yielded here. Those studies used an radiative
forcing calculation approach similar to ours, finding ra-
diative forcing values at least 50% smaller than all other
available estimates of instantaneous or stratosphere
adjusted RF from contrail cirrus. Chen and Gettelman
used specified dynamics simulations (‘‘nudging’’), which
lead to a better signal-to-noise ratio than free-running
simulations (Forster et al. 2016), and allowed them to
refrain from the strong aviation scaling that we inevi-
tably have to use for the present study. However, as also
pointed out by Forster et al. (2016), the nudging pro-
cedure might well obscure part of the atmospheric ad-
justments and is, hence, unlikely to form a fully valid
method for ERF calculation. At the same time, there are
profound differences in the microphysical treatment of
contrail formation in ECHAM5-CCMod and CAM5
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(Bock and Burkhardt 2016a; Chen and Gettelman 2013,
respectively), indicating that the lower radiative effect
of the CAM5 contrails may as well have its origin in
lower initial ice crystal numbers simulated in that model
[see discussion in Bock and Burkhardt (2019)]. Hence, a
straightforward attribution of the discrepancy between
the radiative impact estimates to the RF calculation
method is not possible. Unfortunately, the existing
observation-based studies addressing the radiative ef-
fect of contrails cirrus (Graf et al. 2012; Minnis et al.
2013; Vázquez-Navarro et al. 2015) also do not help to
constrain the ERF, as they apply detection criteria to
separate aviation-induced cirrus from natural cirrus,
which most likely do not cover the natural cirrus ad-
justments simulated by the climate models.
Ponater (2010) found a reduced efficacy of line-
shaped contrails even in simulations neglecting the
feedback of contrails to their environment through re-
moving water vapor from the ambient atmosphere. The
temperature response pattern found in the present study
(Fig. 5d) in fact indicates a stabilizing effect near the
tropopause. First, this may have a slight damping effect
on natural cloud formation, even in the absence of re-
duced supersaturation available for condensation. Second,
it will in any case induce a negative lapse rate adjustment.
Indeed, the lapse rate adjustment is relatively large for
ATR-12 (20% magnitude of the RFadj, compared to re-
spective 6% for CO2-23). However, lapse rate feedback
and water vapor feedback are known to be intimately
coupled, partly compensating each other (e.g., Cess 1975;
Bony et al. 2006). This feature apparently holds for rapid
radiative adjustments as well (Smith et al. 2018, their
Fig. S7). We find the combined water vapor–lapse rate
adjustment less positive for contrail cirrus than for the
CO2, so this effect makes a moderate contribution to the
stronger ERF reduction in the former case. From sim-
ulations with a column model accounting for radiation
and vertical mixing, Schumann and Mayer (2017) have
deduced a potentially weak impact of upper tropo-
spheric cirrus on surface temperature, which they relate
to a faster radiative energy loss to space (compared to
the mixing time scale) for this particular forcing mech-
anism. The temperature response profile forced by cir-
rus in their simulations partly resembles the respective
pattern forced by contrails in our Fig. 5d (see also
Ponater et al. 2005, their Fig. 2). From an equilibrium
perspective, a temperature profile change of this kind
induces an enhanced negative lapse rate feedback, po-
tentially explaining a weakened or missing surface warm-
ing. However, the columnmodel of Schumann andMayer
(2017) does not include water vapor or background cloud
adjustments. Thus it represents only one aspect of the
contrail impact on troposphere/surface heating and cannot
quantify the balance of effects actually responsible for an
ERF reduction.
If the evidence of such a strong natural cloud adjust-
ment as found in our scaled contrail cirrus simulations
is realistic, can it be safely assumed to hold for the
unscaled case as well? As is obvious from the results
(Fig. 3), a shift of the contrail cirrus cover and ERF to-
ward lower latitudes occurs as a consequence of the
scaling. The same shift may occur for the natural cloud
adjustment, with the net radiative impact per unit cirrus
cover being larger in tropical than in midlatitudes.
Hence, the compensation effect between contrail cirrus
radiative forcing and natural cirrus adjustment might be
enhanced for heavily scaled aviation. From our simula-
tion series, there is little evidence to support this, yet the
cloud radiative adjustment for the simulations involving
little scaling is too noisy to draw definite conclusions.
Nevertheless, and because the underlying physical pro-
cesses remain comparable, we expect a substantial ERF
reduction also for unscaled air traffic inventories.
Most recently, amendments have been implemented in
the contrail cirrus parameterization that account for the
dependence of ice nucleation on ambient temperature
(Kärcher et al. 2015).Respective simulations indicate that
the parameterization used here leads to considerable
overestimation of ice crystal numbers at tropical latitudes.
This implies, according to Burkhardt et al. (2018), that in
this study we overestimate lifetime and radiative forcing
of tropical contrail cirrus, also potentially overrating its
power to feedback on adjacent natural cirrus.
In the framework of the present study the CO2 sim-
ulations only serve as a reference case that allows us to
identify the peculiarities of contrail cirrus induced ra-
diative adjustments. We are, therefore, not particularly
worried about the onlymarginally (ormissing) statistical
significance of rapid adjustments contributing to the ap-
parent ERF reduction in, for example, the CO2-12 sim-
ulation. The qualitative findings are consistent throughout
the series of CO2 simulations (including CO2-23), and
the ERF reduction is clearly and significantly stronger
in the contrail cirrus case. Nevertheless, the fact that the
PRP feedback analysis yields a negative cloud radiative
adjustment for CO2-23 deserves some extra consider-
ation, as previous results (e.g., Vial et al. 2013; Smith
et al. 2018) suggest a positive contribution in compara-
ble multimodel CO2 increase studies. Being somewhat
beyond the main topic of our paper, this aspect is ex-
tended in some detail only in the appendix below.
5. Conclusions and outlook
Based on a well-approved climatemodel using a state-
of-the-art contrail cirrus parameterization, this study
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finds the effective radiative forcing (ERF) of contrail
cirrus to be more than 50% smaller than the corre-
sponding stratosphere adjusted radiative forcing. To
yield statistically significant ERF results air traffic vol-
ume had to be scaled severely, and even with a scaling
factor 12 the 95% confidence interval ranges from 49%
to 77% reduction with a mean value of roughly 65%.
Despite such considerable uncertainty it is obvious that
the reduction of contrail cirrus ERF is much larger than
it is in case of a CO2 forcing of similar magnitude, a
finding that holds for the less scaled simulations, too.
Hence, we deem it tenable to assume an ERF reduction
by about 35% of the associated conventional RF for the
unscaled 2050 and even 2006 aviation cases as well. By
all means that makes a more reasonable estimate than
assuming the same value for ERF andRFadj. An analysis
of all radiative adjustments contributing to contrail cir-
rus ERF indicates that the main reason of the reduction
is a counteracting response of the natural cloud radiative
effect, which decreases as contrail cirrus develops. In
comparison to CO2 forcing, an increased (negative)
lapse rate adjustment is also found, but this contribution
is less important than the cloud adjustment.
The conclusions of this paper are strongly suggestive
of a low efficacy of contrail cirrus to force a global mean
surface temperature increase, thereby confirming earlier
findings for line-shaped contrails (Ponater et al. 2005;
Rap et al. 2010). However, such an inference should not
be made prematurely. Although ERF is generally con-
sidered to be a good metric to quantitatively intercom-
pare various forcing agents and to predict the expected
surface temperature response, a certain level of effi-
cacy fluctuation has also been reported within the ERF
framework (e.g., Shine et al. 2012; Marvel et al. 2016).
Forcings mainly originating from the northern extra-
tropics, such as contrail cirrus, are rather prone to higher
efficacy (e.g., Berntsen et al. 2005; Shindell 2014). The
next step to this study will be, hence, direct simulation
of the surface temperature change from contrail cirrus
with a coupled atmosphere–ocean model. We will use a
corresponding approach with scaled air traffic as an input,
profiting from the experience that is documented here.
Another note of caution is also sensible, because the
results in the present study are derived from one climate
model only. In CO2-driven simulations, cloud adjust-
ments and feedbacks have been known to differ strongly
between models, with high clouds contributing particu-
larly strong to the intermodel spread (Zelinka et al.
2013). Several ongoing research programs attempt to
advance the respective process understanding (e.g., Webb
et al. 2017). Even less is known on cloud adjustments and
feedbacks in simulations driven by non-CO2 forcings,
and (in the absence of other respective studies) we
cannot say anything about the robustness of model
simulated cloud adjustments to contrail cirrus occur-
rence. Development of more and independent climate
model setups to support the evidence presented here is
thus highly desirable.
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APPENDIX
Potential Origins of a Negative Cloud Radiative
Adjustment to CO2 Increase
As pointed out in section 3b the results of the adjust-
ment analysis for CO2 doubling (see Fig. 6) are generally
in good agreement with literature. However, our cloud
adjustment of CO2-23 is negative (20.244Wm22), which
seems inconsistent with positive values almost through-
out the literature (e.g., Vial et al. 2013; Zelinka et al. 2013;
Smith et al. 2018).A closer look reveals that our shortwave
cloud adjustment (20.114Wm22) is the main reason for
this finding, while the longwave part (20.130Wm22) is
well within the expected range [compared to Vial et al.
(2013, their Table 2) and Smith et al. (2018, their Fig. 4)].
Further analysis of spatial distributions (not shown
here) indicates that the excessive negative shortwave
cloud adjustment originates from a clearly defined re-
gion in the tropical Atlantic that is characterized by an
increase of low cloud cover. In that region our results
differ fromcomparable distributions shownby, for example,
Zelinka et al. (2013, their Fig. 9b), while there is an overall
pattern consistency over the rest of the globe. We also re-
mark that large intermodel differences for cloud rapid ad-
justments, even in sign, have been pointed out before in
literature [see Vial et al. (2013, their Table 2)].
However, variations of rapid radiative adjustments
results do not only originate from intermodel differences,
but may also show up from the application of differ-
ent calculation methods. We apply the PRP method in
its centered version, where the forward and backward
calculations are combined, as strongly recommended by
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Klocke et al. (2013) and Rieger et al. (2017) for feedback
analysis of ocean-coupled simulations. Our Fig. 6, as well
as results shown in Rieger et al. (2017, their Fig. 4), in-
dicate general consistency with previous work, except for
the shortwave cloud adjustment discussed above. However,
in the rather low number of publications where the PRP
method is utilized, almost exclusively slow feedbacks
have been calculated. Most studies prefer the more re-
source efficient kernel method where the cloud adjust-
ment is usually approximated via the cloud radiative
effect (CRE), corrected for the cloudy-sky parts of the
remaining adjustments [also known as the ‘‘kernel dif-
ference method’’ after Smith et al. (2018)]. This implies
that a potential cloudy-sky residuum is included in the
cloud adjustment. Obtaining cloud kernels is possible as
well (Zelinka et al. 2012) but the technique is not as
straightforward as for the other feedback processes.
Overall, the residual terms of the kernelmethod [see Vial
et al. 2013, their Table 2)] tend to be larger than those
shown here. The linearity assumption for kernels is ful-
filled for small perturbations, as used here, but kernels
should be chosen carefully when approaching larger
scalings (Jonko et al. 2012). What is obvious, however,
when looking at the PRP results for rapid radiative ad-
justments, is the large difference between forward and
backward calculation for the cloud, water vapor, and
lapse rate case (see Fig. A1). Kernels are usually set up
in a way that corresponds to the forward calculation of
the PRP method, by using an incremental parameter
perturbations added to the reference state. This could
well lead to systematic disagreements when comparing
PRP and kernel results, as confirmed by a closer study of
the results given byKlocke et al. (2013, their Table 1).We
therefore suggest that testing of a corresponding forward/
backward analysis approach could be worthwhile for the
kernel method as well.
Finally, in order to explain the large variability of
cloud adjustments it might also be very useful to include
the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP) simulator diagnostics in further studies [as
recommended by Smith et al. (2018)].
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